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Yesterday was a no blog day for me. There are times when trying to write
some cutesy little piece of bloggity goodness seems just plain untimely.
Instead, I prayed, worked and pored through the news trickling in from Haiti. A
disaster of this size stirs the part of me that just wants to do something-to
think of a way that I can help comfort people in Haiti (or even the large Haitian
community at the local missionary college). The reaction toward wanting to
reach out and bring aid to the suffering runs deep within me, a combination
of  Christian belief system and the rage I’ve held toward social injustice since

I was a child. No person should go hungry or without shelter and no country should have to stack its
dead citizens in the streets. These beliefs, I’d like to think, are part the spirit of Christ’s love coursing
through my being (even if it isn’t apparent  on a lot of days). Despite my strong feelings and
willingness to pray to God about all the horrible things happening in Haiti (and the rest of the world), I
will admit to not wanting Pat Robertson as my spiritual representative.

There are many reasons to look at Pat Robertson as a national spokesman for conservative
Christianity. After all, he’s the founder of The Christian Broadcasting Network, Regents
University, and a former Presidential candidate. His 700 Club is a television miracle in itself,
surviving more that thirty years of tide changes in American popular culture. Pat himself, however, is
the wrong person to speak for the Christian faith. It wasn’t enough that he blamed the death and
misery in New Orléans after hurricane Katrina on abortion. He could have stopped at dismissing
the cost of 9/11 to this country as just the result of homosexuality. No, now he is telling “the faithful”
that Haiti made a deal with Satan to free itself from French Colonialism and that’s why the country
was allowed to perish in a massive earthquake. At what point do Christians, real genuine believers
with hearts and minds that God gave them to love with, tell Pat Robertson to stuff his phony
prophecy in a sock? How does any caring, thinking “human” look past death time and time  again to
inject condemnation on people in the midst of suffering?

There isn’t enough cyber ink to go on and on about Robertson’s corrupt business life, with hideous
questions floating around about him (such as whether he profited from the Rwandan genocide).
Rather, its enough to say at this point that Christians need to take back their own spiritual future.
Last week I made a reference to Christian dorkism. There is a lot to be said for American
Christians representing themselves in society as thinking, feeling people of faith, rather than uptight
disciples of false prophets like Pat Robertson. More important than my griping, however, is prayer
for Haiti and the fervent hope that the Haitian people end their misery and find a way out from under
this awful disaster.

1/16 update-Lilly Coyle of Minneapolis put it much better than I ever could have.
http://www.npr.org/blogs/thetwo-way/2010/01/the_devil_writes_pat_robertson.html
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